. Binding between molecules stabilises the Fz/Dsh/Stbm/Pk complex and cell polarity The results were obtained under the cue shown in Figure 2A . To a molecule U, G is its driving force, U is its concentration, ε = 0.01 in all cases, and δ = 10.0 in case 3 to case 6. At T2 (time point 2) over 96% of the molecules locates to the two distal or two proximal compartments. Numbers such as .5/10.7/19.4 indicate that Fz concentrations in the proximal, central and distal compartments are lower than 0.5, 10.7 and 19.4. Upon the recognition that molecular movement under in vivo conditions was often subject to the concentrationdependent saturating kinetics, simulations were performed where ε was multiplied by ) ( 1
Fz and Dsh bind to each other at the distal side within a cell and Fz binds to Stbm at the distal side between two cells, there should at least be n = 3. In addition, we made k = 20.8 and K max = 1 so that the saturation effect was trivial in unpolarised and slightly polarised cells but strong when cells became nearly fully polarised. The new ε made polarised molecular distributions highly stable under varied conditions and significantly postponed the further movement of molecules in distal (proximal) components (compare the time when numbers with underlines occur in row 1, 3, 5 and in row 2, 4, 6). The results were obtained under the cue shown in Figure 2D . ε = 0.01 and δ = 10.0. In each setting of mobility, the time period for the basic model (consisting of only Fz and Stbm without intracellular signalling) to reach T2 (see Table S1 ) was 100. In all cases, the addition of intracellular signalling reduced the time for the cell to reach T2, but the second component Pk only slightly increased the speed of cell polarisation. If Stbm and Pk had a large ε, the impact is very significant. If Pk interaction was treated as the sole intracellular component, its contribution was not as significant as Dsh. Figure 2B and Figure 2C , respectively. (CDE) Reversed hair directions at the distal side of a clone of fz weak expression under the directional cue shown in Figure 2D1 , Figure 2D2 and Figure 2E , respectively. (F) Reversed hair directions at the distal side of a clone of fz weak expression propagated into all cells at this side (the directional cue was shown in Figure 2F ). Figure 2B . Domineering non-autonomy occurred at the distal side of the fz clone in (A-C), but at the proximal side of the fz clone in (D).
